
Focus on the things 
you can control such as 
thoughts and behaviours. 
Remember our Four Pillars.

Think One Culture of Care.  
Caring for each other in the 
same way that we care for 
our patients and share it 
with those around you.

Become a role for healthy 
behaviours such as hand 
washing to those around 
you including your friends, 
family, colleagues and 
patients.

Maintain digital 
connections with your 
friends and family if you are 
feeling lonely/isolated. Set 
regular times to call.

REDUCE YOUR 
Covid 19 Anxiety

thecupboard.co.uk

PROTECT  
YOURSELF 
OTHERS & 
THE NHS

CORONAVIRUS

NHS.UK/coronavirus
GOV.UK/coronavirus

8 Top tips to help you stay calm

Keep the big picture 
in mind. Focus on the 
kindness of others 
towards you and others.

Don’t let fear influence 
your behaviours. Try not 
to hoard food or lose your 
patience too quickly.

Control how often you 
watch the news and rely 
on reputable sources for 
updates.

Let facts and logic guide 
you.
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